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Abstract  

We provide a high-level overview of the heterogeneous quantum computer architecture in this 

study since any future quantum computer will include both a classical and quantum computing 

component. The classical component is required for both error correction and the operation of 

algorithms that combine classical and quantum logic. We provide a thorough system stack that 

details all the levels involved in creating a quantum computer. The area of computer engineering 

may undergo a revolution as a result of the revolutionary paradigm that is quantum computing. 

This paper explores the potential of quantum computing and how it can affect Iraq computer 

engineering. Quantum technology's quick development brings opportunities and concerns that 

need to be thoroughly examined. The use of quantum computing in the field of computer 

engineering in Iraq faces a variety of difficulties. These include the dearth of qualified 

individuals with knowledge of quantum programming, the lack of widespread access to cutting-

edge quantum gear, and the requirement for significant infrastructure improvements. The 

incorporation of quantum algorithms into current software frameworks also presents 

compatibility and optimization challenges. By establishing educational programmers, research 

projects, and strategic investments, academia, industry, and the government must work together 

to address these difficulties. 
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______________________________________________________________________________ 

1. INTRODUCTION  

Quantum mechanics' core value is additionally the core value of quantum computing. Quantum 

data handling is more successful than old style data handling and has a ton of commitment in 

light of the fact that the guideline of superposition of quantum mechanical states permits 

quantum data units to be in a condition of superposition of a few prospects [1]. Consequently, 

equal computing is conceivable on the computer, expanding computational productivity. The 

register might record the superposition condition of these four states all the while [2], growing 

the computer's stockpiling limit. In May 2016, IBM made a five-digit quantum computer and 

transformed into an IBM Quantum Experience. As well as making a functioning computer, 

figuring out how to address programming issues is a critical test. On May 19, 2017, the second 

open beta, 16-digit qubit stage, meanwhile, they attested that it would arrive at 50 qubits before 

very long. Microsoft sent off the Windows, macOS, and Linux-viable Quantum Advancement 

Suite Quantum Computing Programming Language Q# in December 2017. Python code can be 
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called utilizing Q#. It empowers for the scaling and execution circulation of the quantum 

developer as well as the checking of the quantum state (which isn't considered the quantum state 

due to checking breaking the wave capability and driving it to a one-of-a-kind worth). 

1.1 The Transformational Potential of Quantum Computing 

The term "Quantum Computing's Transformative Potential" describes the significant influence 

that quantum computing is anticipated to have on the discipline of computer engineering. This 

section focuses on how quantum computing, which differs from classical computing in that it has 

special qualities like superposition and entanglement, holds the potential to completely alter the 

way that computation is done. 

 Frontier Technology: At the leading edge of technological development, quantum 

computing is a frontier that pushes the bounds of conventional computing. Quantum bits 

(qubits) can simultaneously exist in a superposition of both states, in contrast to classical bits, 

which can only exist in states of 0 or 1. This basic distinction creates new opportunities for 

information processing. 

 Superposition and Entanglement Principles: The fundamental building blocks of quantum 

computing are superposition and entanglement. Qubits can exist in numerous states 

simultaneously thanks to superposition, which dramatically boosts computing power. It is 

possible to coordinate and share information effectively thanks to the phenomenon called 

entanglement, which causes qubits to become inextricably linked regardless of distance. 

 

 

1.2 The Development of Computer Engineering in Iraq 

The term "Iraq's Ascent in Computer Engineering" refers to the field's growing significance 

within Iraq's developing technical environment. [3] This section demonstrates how Iraq is 

placing a greater emphasis on technological developments and how incorporating cutting-edge 

technologies, including quantum computing, is crucial for the future growth of the country. 

 A changing technological environment is being brought on by a growing desire to realize the 

full potential of contemporary technology in Iraq. The area of computer engineering is 

emerging as a crucial driver of innovation and success as the country tries to diversify its 

economy and improve its technological skills. 

 Computer engineering is gaining popularity and pace in Iraq's academic, business, and 

research communities. The nation's investment in education, research facilities, and 

technology-driven programmers is providing a fertile environment for technological 

developments by supporting the rise of computer engineering talent. 

 The pursuit of technological advantages: Iraq is aware of the strategic value of implementing 

new technology to advance its societal and economic development. Adopting technology 

breakthroughs has become crucial for improving a number of industries, including 

communication, banking, agriculture, and healthcare. The prospective uses of quantum 

computing are in line with Iraq's ambitions for technological development. 

1.3 Challenges  
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 Education and Experience Gap: Because quantum computing is such a highly specialized 

discipline, it necessitates a thorough knowledge of quantum mechanics, intricate algorithms, 

and specialized programming languages.[4] Iraq lacks competent professionals and educators 

who can disseminate the knowledge and abilities needed for the advancement and application 

of quantum computing. 

 Resources and Infrastructure: Iraq currently lacks the specialized equipment and facilities 

necessary for quantum computing, as well as the infrastructure. Quantum hardware, such 

qubit processors and cryogenic systems, requires significant investments and resources to 

acquire and maintain. 

 Funding for Research and Development: Research and development in quantum computing 

require a substantial financial outlay. It can be difficult to secure funding for quantum 

research programmers, equipment purchases, and international collaborations, especially in 

an environment with limited resources. 

 Access to Advanced Quantum Hardware: Many countries, including Iraq, continue to face 

difficulties in gaining access to advanced quantum hardware. Researchers and engineers are 

constrained in their ability to test and validate quantum algorithms and applications in the 

absence of proper access to quantum processors. 

1.4 Opportunities 

 Education and skill development: By implementing quantum computing education and 

training initiatives, Iraq may produce a new generation of quantum specialists. Iraq can 

empower its workforce with the knowledge required to lead in quantum research, 

development, and application by establishing specialized courses, seminars, and academic 

partnerships. 

 Research and Innovation Hub: By establishing centers for quantum research and innovation, 

Iraq can become a hub for quantum computing developments in the area. Iraq can draw 

researchers, scientists, and entrepreneurs by encouraging interdisciplinary cooperation, which 

will advance cutting-edge research and lead to technological advancements. 

 Collaboration & International Partnerships: By working together internationally, Iraq can 

benefit from the knowledge and assets of well-established quantum research communities. 

Iraq's quantum computing aspirations could be accelerated via joint research endeavors, 

knowledge sharing, and cooperative funding projects. 

 Strategic Investment: Investing in the study and development of quantum computing can pay 

off in the long run. Iraq can build a strong basis for quantum innovation by deliberately 

investing in quantum hardware, software, and infrastructure. 

2. REVIEW OF LITREATURE  

The NISQ (Noisy Intermediate-Scale Quantum) era and its implications for quantum computing 

are thoroughly explored in Preskill's (2018) [5] study. The study covers the difficulties of error 

correction and quantum supremacy and emphasises the potential of NISQ devices despite their 

restricted capabilities. Particularly in light of the landscape of computer engineering in Iraq, it 
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provides insightful information about the state of quantum computing now and its potential 

future prospects. 

Discrete logarithms and factoring are two key algorithms introduced in Shor's seminal article 

from 1994 [6] that show how quantum computers may effectively handle difficult classical 

issues. With the research of quantum computing in Iraq, it is important to grasp the potential of 

quantum algorithms and their consequences for cryptography and computational complexity. 

This article explores the field of quantum chemistry while highlighting the value of quantum 

computers for simulating chemical reactions and molecular interactions.(2020) [7]  Iraq's pursuit 

of improvements in areas like materials science and drug development, where quantum 

computing's potential could play a transformational role, is in line with the investigation of 

quantum chemistry applications. 

In their 2016 [8] study, Biamonte and Szegedy explore the nexus between quantum computing 

and artificial intelligence and introduce the idea of quantum machine learning. Insights into the 

possibilities of quantum-enhanced machine learning algorithms are provided in this research, 

which may be important for Iraq's computer engineering industry as it looks for cutting-edge 

approaches to data analysis and pattern identification. 

The overview of quantum algorithms by Montanaro (2016) [9] offers a thorough analysis of 

several quantum algorithms and their potential applications. This paper is an invaluable resource 

for comprehending the range of algorithms that can take use of the benefits of quantum 

computing. It provides a road map for prospective uses in the field of computer engineering in 

Iraq. 

The review article by Ladd et al. (2010) [10] gives a clear overview of quantum computers, 

outlining their concepts, prospective uses, and difficulties. This foundational research aids in 

comprehending the core ideas behind quantum computing and its wider applications, such as 

computer engineering in Iraq. 

3. QUANTUM SYSTEM STACK 

Because of the accompanying two factors, a quantum computer will continuously incorporate 

both quantum and customary computing parts: Both traditional and quantum parts are available 

in the quantum calculations, and subsequently, the quantum applications that will be utilized be 

done by their separate computational units as a result.[11] 

The subsequent explanation is that a quantum computer should be firmly observed and, 

whenever required, revised by traditional logic, as is definite in Segment 3 of this article. The 

heap of layers that makes up the quantum framework is displayed at a significant level in Figure 

1. The upper layers represent the calculations for which specific semantic developments and 

compilers should be made for the calculations to exploit the fundamental quantum equipment. 

The qubits are characterized as logical qubits in this occurrence. [12] The compiler foundation, 

which comprises of a customary host compiler and a quantum gas pedal compiler, is displayed in 

Figure 2. The previous makes the quantum circuits, while the last option develops the traditional 

logic. The logical quantum tasks are changed over into a bunch of actual tasks by the quantum 

compiler, which likewise circuits planning, reversible circuit plan, and quantum door decay. The 
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choice of the mistake remedy encoding procedure for the logical qubits decides how the logical-

to-actual quantum guidance interpretation continues, as shown by the third aspect in the image. 

The Quantum Guidance Set Engineering (QISA), what isolates equipment from programming, is 

the resulting layer. A logical guidance set with the choice to choose explicit encoding plans is 

introduced to the calculation originator and software engineer, uncovering the vital mistake 

remedying functionality.[13] The compiler, as recently referenced, will change over logical 

directions into actual guidelines that are important for the QISA and for which building support 

is advertised. Instatement, estimations, and quantum doors like Hadamard and CNOT are a 

couple of instances of actual directions in the QISA. 

The quantum guidelines delivered by the compiler framework will be done by the quantum 

execution (QEX) block. Moreover, it will supply the necessary equipment, for example, ESM 

circuit inclusion or the utilization of Pauli Casings for programming based blunder following. 

The quantum-old style point of interaction will apply the fitting electrical signs to the quantum 

chip in the wake of getting these tasks. Remember that all changes between the simple qubit 

plane and the computerized levels of the framework stack are brought out through the quantum-

traditional point of interaction. The assignment of blunder recognizable proof and rectification 

falls under the domain of the QEC layer. The ESM information will be conveyed to it from the 

quantum-traditional connection point layer, which it will then cycle to search for any expected 

errors. 

 
Figure 1: Stack of quantum computers, in general 
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Figure 2: Infrastructure for compilers 

At the point when fundamental, it will send the important remedial tasks or update the Pauli 

casing to make the vital corrections.[14] 

It is critical to take note of that the quantum chip and the old style quantum connection point are 

innovation subordinate, as shown by the star image in the image. We will expand on when the 

engineering becomes innovation autonomous in the accompanying area. The meaning of a 

layered framework stack empowers the quantum computer to foster its usefulness as freely from 

different levels and free of the hidden quantum technology.[15] 

4. CLASSICAL CONTROL 

For the actual quantum guidelines to be completed by a quantum computer. picture 5 portrays the 

whole design as being heterogeneous, with the furthest right block of the image subbing for the 

quantum chip (QUBE), and different blocks for the old style logic expected to work the quantum 

chip.[16] As was recently expressed, a lot of traditional handling is expected to give the essential 

mistake remedy input following every quantum activity. Furthermore, quantum calculations will 

constantly join traditional logic with quantum tasks that can eventually be completed on the 

quantum chip. The utilitarian blocks expected for QISA guidance execution are shrouded in the 

passages that follow. These structure pieces were made in view of the control logic made for the 

transman processor, which is examined in. The green parts are wave control modules that rely 

upon fundamental advancements. The quantum chip is driven by advanced to-simple converters 

(DAC), and the estimation simple waveform is perused by simple to-computerized converters 

(ADC). They get or communicate signs to the Estimation Separation Unit and the Motion and 

Wave Control Unit. The wave control modules and the quantum control unit (QCU) are 
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associated through the Actual Execution Layer (PEL), which delivers the QCU innovation 

autonomous. The QCU deciphers the QISA's guidelines and executes the important quantum 

tasks, input control, and QEC. The trade Register Document (ERF), which is utilized for 

customary computing, is one more channel of correspondence between the QCU and the host 

CPU.[17] 

4.1 Quantum Control Unit 

Thought to be stacked into memory is a solitary twofold, and the guidelines are brought by the 

guidance get unit.[18] The judge sends the guidance to either the host computer chip or the QCU 

relying upon the opcode of the guidance. The building support for the execution of quantum 

guidelines, instead of the execution of directions on the traditional computer processor, is the 

primary subject of the leftover material. To plan a circuit, the compiler utilizes virtual and logical 

qubit addresses for the logical and physical qubits, separately. 

The Q-Address Interpretation module at first location deciphers guidelines from the Quantum 

Guidance Store. 

This suggests that the virtual qubit addresses delivered by the compiler are changed over into 

actual ones. This depends on the information in the Q Image Table, which gives an outline of the 

logical qubits' exact actual areas and shows which logical qubits are as yet alive. 

Q Symbol Table 

The accompanying subtleties are given by the Qubit Image Table, which remembers an example 

passage for Table 1: 

What physical qubits are accessible to be dispensed to a logical qubit (substantial field); The 

planning of logical qubits to the virtual and actual addresses of the physical qubits; The recording 

of tasks for each round of blunder condition estimation (Related Information Qubit field). The 

qubit's sort, which can be information, Z, or X ancilla (Type field).[19] 

High execution speed and logical criticism control rely upon runtime information on the logical 

qubits' state. Shor's Figuring calculation, which can essentially lessen the quantity of qubits by 

planning the reverse Quantum Fourier Change on n qubits into various Double Controlled (BC) 

Z-Turns on a solitary qubit at n different time focuses, is an illustration of a calculation requiring 

such input capacity. Also, speedy ESM circuit union and QED are best acted in equipment as 

opposed to programming, which 

Table 1: An illustration of a Q Symbol table 

Valid Phys. QID Phys. Addr Virtual QID Logical QID Associated Data Qubit Type 

2.3 4.2 1.9 4.5 5.9 3.7 5.3 
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Figure 3: An illustration of a Q Symbol table 

 
Figure 4: Quantum Computer Micro-Architecture Overview 

 

4.2 Execution Supervisor 

The Quantum Control Unit's mind can be considered the Execution Regulator. The Execution 

Regulator then unravels the different bring guidelines: 

 Actual entryway, estimation, and reset: The Execution Regulator communicates these 

mandates to the Pauli Judge for extra handling. 

 Update Q Image Table: The Q Image Table should be refreshed relying upon a progression of 

directions, for example, those doing a logical Hadamard or a logical estimation. A redesign is 

expected for deallocating qubits too. 

2.3 

4.2 

1.9 

4.5 

5.9 

3.7 

5.3 

Valid Phys. QID Phys. Addr Virtual QID Logical QID Associated
Data

Qubit Type
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 Space ECC. The round of blunder disorder estimating circuit displayed in Figure is made by 

the QEC cycle generator in the wake of getting this order from the execution regulator. 

4.2.1 QEC Cycle Generator 

With regards to mistake revision, the QEC Cycle Generator adds the expected ESM guidelines 

for the full qubit plane at runtime utilizing the information from the Q Image Table. We delineate 

the quantity of guidelines as a component of the physical qubit include in Figure 5. 

The base plot shows the critical decrease in code size accomplished through HW age, while the 

top plot shows the quantity of ESM guidelines not entirely settled by the compiler.[20] 

Also, it altogether abbreviates the Datapath used to execute these guidelines. 

4.2.2 QED Unit 

In light of ESM information, the QED Unit is accountable for distinguishing botches. 

Interpreting calculations like the Bloom calculation will be utilized by the decoder. Solely after 

gathering d rounds of mistake condition — where d is the Surface Code distance — does QED 

start to work. 

4.3 Pauli Arbiter and the Pauli Frame Unit 

We can generally follow Pauli botches without genuinely rectifying them in light of the fact that 

to the Pauli Casing system. Every information qubit's Pauli records are overseen by the Pauli 

Edge Unit. The Execution Regulator and the QED Unit carefully guide the Pauli Authority. No 

matter what the kind of activity, it sends ancilla qubits directly to the PEL and avoids any 

remaining activities. Contingent upon the sort of guidance, the accompanying procedure on 

information qubits are taken care of: 

 Pauli entryway: No activity is submitted to the PEL; the Pauli Judge communicates this 

guidance straightforwardly to the Pauli Casing Unit. The important information qubit(s') 

Pauli records are refreshed by the Pauli Edge Unit. 

 Clifford entryway: The Pauli Casing Unit and PEL get the activity from the Pauli Mediator. 

The Pauli Casing Unit makes the essential changes to the Pauli records. 

 Non-Clifford entryway: While executing a non-Clifford door, it is important to genuinely 

refresh (right) the information qubits involved by utilizing the Pauli door information that is 

put away in the PF unit. The suitable guidelines are created by the PF Logic unit and shipped 

off the judge, who then sends them alongside the non-Clifford directions to the PEL. 

 Estimation: To begin physical qubit estimations, the Pauli Judge sends this order to the PEL. 

 The objective qubits' Pauli records are utilized to decipher the estimation discoveries when 

they get back from the PEL. The Logic Estimation Unit is then given the made an 

interpretation of results to process further. At last, the objective qubits' Pauli records are 

erased by the Pauli Edge Unit. 

Table 2: Instruction count reduction with hardware assistance 

The total Number of Instruction N 

Normal Micro architecture Proposed micro 

1.5 2.4 

2.4 2.9 
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2.9 3.5 

3.5 4.6 

4.1 5.6 

4.6 6.1 

 

 

 
Figure 5: Instruction count reduction with hardware assistance 

4.4 Logical Measurement Unit 

The logical estimation result for a logical qubit is made by consolidating the information qubit 

estimation brings about the logical estimation unit. The Execution Regulator illuminates the 

Logical Estimation Unit to sit tight for estimation results from the Estimation Separation Unit in 

the wake of getting a logic estimation order on a specific logical qubit. 

The Pauli Casing Unit refreshes the Pauli records utilizing this information. The Logical 

Estimation Unit processes the logical estimation result in the wake of getting all deciphered 

information qubit estimation results. The QED Unit adds to this cycle by recognizing any flaws 

that could happen while doing quantum processes. 

The logical estimation result is then sent by the logical estimation unit to the ERF, where it tends 

to be utilized in branch choices or paired control by the execution regulator of the host processor. 

5. CONCLUSION  

A captivating narrative of the difficulties and potential that lie ahead has been illuminated by the 

trip into the future of quantum computing inside Iraq's computer engineering scene. The 

incorporation of quantum computing stands as a crucial turning point, necessitating strategic 

forethought and cooperative effort, as Iraq aims to strengthen its position in the international 

technology arena. The difficulties that were discovered throughout this investigation highlight 
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how difficult it will be to utilize quantum computing. The need for significant infrastructure 

changes, a lack of access to cutting-edge technology, and a lack of competence in quantum 

programming all pose significant challenges. These obstacles can be overcome, though. Instead, 

they act as catalysts for innovation, encouraging spending on research, education, and cross-

border cooperation. The opportunities on this route, however, shine the brightest. Iraq's computer 

engineering industry has the potential to reach new heights thanks to quantum computing. 

Quantum-enabled optimizations, quantum chemistry simulations, and advances in machine 

learning all hold the promise of opening up a world of potential. The allure of quantum 

cryptography, the discovery of new advanced materials, and the solution of revolutionary 

problems can propel Iraq into the world stage of innovation and development. Ethics serve as a 

set of compass points for Iraq's journey. The course of quantum computing's integration will be 

determined by the responsible development of quantum technologies, with a strong emphasis on 

data security and privacy. Iraq's technological efforts will be strengthened by a dedication to 

moral and open business practices, which will also serve as a global role model for responsible 

quantum innovation. The notion of collaboration recurs throughout this investigation. Iraq's 

participation in international alliances, knowledge sharing, and cooperative research projects can 

hasten the incorporation of quantum computing. Exchanges of knowledge, materials, and best 

practices can help overcome obstacles, improve educational programmed, and create a climate 

that is conducive to creativity. 
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